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1. INTRODUCTION
For modeling survival data in the context of reliability, there has been a
great deal of interest in generalizing the exponential or gamma failure
models to multidimensional distributions incorporating dependence
between components. One such class of models consists of multivariate
Liouville distributions, of which various aspects have been studied by
Marshall and Olkin [10], Gupta and Richards [4], and Fang et al. [3].
The density of this distribution is
p(x; %, f )=c(%, f ) ‘
1 jk
x%j&1j f \: xj+ , xj>0, j=1, ..., k, (1.1)
where
c(%, f )=[1(%1+ } } } +%k)[1(%1) } } } 1(%k)]] _| f (w) w%1+ } } } +%k&1 dw&
&1
,
1 is the usual gamma function, and f is a nonnegative function such that
0<| f (w) w%1+ } } } +%k&1 dw<, for all % in Rk+=(0, )k.
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Without loss of generality, we let f be a density on (0, ). We call % the
shape parameter and the function f the dependency criterion.
The above model has been generalized by Ma et al. [9] to multivariate
q-order Liouville distribution in which f ( xj) is replaced by f (&x&) where
&x&=( xqj )
1q, q>0 is the lq -norm and the factor c(%, f ) is adjusted
accordingly. However, such a model can be treated within the Gupta
Richards framework by a simple power transformation. The model given in
(1.1) has also been generalized to the case in which X and % take values in
subsets of locally compact Abelian groups (see Gupta and Richards [7]).
The pdf p(x; %, f ) of such a distribution is proportional to
exp {: #(xj , %j)= f \: xj+ , (1.2)
where exp[#(x, %)] satisfies a certain convolution property (see Section 3).
In model (1.1), a scale parameter can be introduced if each xj is replaced
by xj _ together with an adjustment of c(%, f ) by a factor _&k. In such a
shape-scale-dependency model, UMVUE and MLE of the scale parameter
have been derived by Gupta and Richards [5] for the case when % and f
are known.
In this paper, based on data Xi=(Xi1 , ..., Xik), i=1, ..., n obtained from
independent samples of such a system, we want to estimate the k-dimen-
sional shape parameter %=(%1 , ..., %k) when the nonparametric
dependency criterion f # F is unknown as the sample size n tends to
infinity. We let F be the family of all densities on (0, ). Note that once
we have estimated the shape parameters, the estimation of f using one of
the many well-known methods for nonparametric density estimation is
straightforward.
In practical terms, the special case where all the % ’s are equal is of par-
ticular interest, because it deals with the situation where the components
are individually identical but interact with one another with respect to their
failure time. For this reason, we present this case in detail and state the
corresponding results for the general case at the end.
First let us look at the case when f is known. In Section 2, we see that
f appears in the likelihood equation for estimating %, the common value of
the %j’s, only through the term
Q(%, f )=|

0
(log w) f *(w; %, f ) dw,
where f *( } ; %, f ) given by (2.3) is the density of S= Xj . In other words,
Q(%, f )=E[log S]. This suggests an ad hoc method for estimating % in the
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presence of an unknown f in which Q(%, f ) is replaced by its sample
estimate
Q n(%, f )=n&1 : log Si , Si=: Xij .
It can be shown that such an ad hoc estimate is - n-consistent and
asymptotically normal. However, there is no indication of the efficiency it
will attain. The study of an efficient estimate of % in the presence of an
unknown f requires a systematic analysis of the efficient score function,
effective information, and the efficient influence function employing the
standard tool of semiparametric methods developed in the past decade (see
Bickel et al. [2] and Begun et al. [1]).
In Section 2 we motivate the ad hoc estimate and outline the construc-
tion of the efficient semiparametric estimate. The main results concerning
these estimates are stated in Theorems 2.3 and 2.6, and we note that the ad
hoc estimate attains full asymptotic efficiency. In Section 3, we present the
results for the general Liouville model (1.2) where the Xj’s take value in a
locally compact Abelian group and the shape parameters %j’s are allowed
to be different and take values in a finite-dimensional Euclidean space. The
proof for all the results in Section 2 are given in Section 4. Since the proofs
for the results in Section 3 are analogous, we only indicate some key steps
and omit the details.
2. MAIN RESULTS
Let Xi=(Xi1 , ..., Xik), i=1, ..., n, be n independent observations from a
distribution with the density
p(x; %, f )=c(%, f ) \‘ xj+
%&1
f \: xj+ , xj>0, j=1, ..., k, (2.1)
where c(%, f )=[1(k%)1 k(%)][ f (w) wk%&1 dw]&1, which is obtained by
taking %1= } } } =%k=% in (1.1). Before we present the main results we
introduce some notations and present a few elementary results. If X=
(X1 , ..., Xk) has the density given in (2.1), then we set
S= :
1 jk
Xj , Uj=Xj S, j=1, ..., k,
and
T= ‘
1 jk
Xj=\ ‘
1 jk
Uj+ Sk. (2.2)
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Also define
(t)=
d
dt
(log(1(t))
=1 $(t)1(t)
=| (log x) e&xxt&1 dx<| e&xxt&1 dx, t>0,
and
f *(w)=f *(w; %, f )= f (w) wk%&1<_| f (u) uk%&1 du& , w>0, (2.3)
The following lemma is borrowed from Gupta and Richards [4].
Lemma 2.1. Let S, T and U1 , ..., Uk be given by (2.2). Then
(i) U=(U1 , ..., Uk) is Dirichlet(%, ..., %),
(ii) U and S are independent, and
(iii) the random variable S has the density f *( } ; %, f ).
The following lemma lists some useful results on moments.
Lemma 2.2. We have that
(i) E(log U1)=(%)&(k%),
(ii) Var(log U1)=$(%)&$(k%),
(iii) Cov(log U1 , log U2)=&$(k%),
(iv) E[log(TSk)]=k[(%)&(k%)],
(v) Var(log(TSk))=k[$(%)&k$(k%)].
We are now in a position to describe our ad hoc estimate of %. Let
Si= :
1 jk
Xij and Ti= ‘
1 jk
Xij , i=1, ..., n.
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The log likelihood is given by
log L= :
1in
log p(Xi ; %, f )
=n log c(%, f )+(%&1) : log Ti+: log f (Si)
=n _log 1(k%)&k log 1(%)&log | f (w) wk%&1 dw&
+(%&1) : log Ti+: log f (Si),
so that

%
log L=n _k((k%)&(%))&k | (log w) f *(w; %, f ) dw+n&1 : log Ti& .
By Lemma 2.1,
| (log w) f *(w; %, f ) dw=E(log Si).
If  (log w) f *(w; %, f ) dw is estimated by n&1  log Si , then an estimate of
(%) log L is given by
n _k((k%)&(%))&kn&1 : log Si+n&1 : log Ti& .
Equating this approximation of (%) log L to zero, we obtain the estimat-
ing equation
k((k% n)&(% n))&kn&1 : log Si+n&1 : log Ti=0,
i.e., (k% n)&(% n)=&(1nk) : log(TiSki ), (2.4)
whose solution is our ad hoc estimate of %. By part (v) of Lemma 2.2,
(k%)&(%) is a decreasing function of % and hence the solution to (2.4)
is unique. The asymptotic distribution of % n is given in the following result.
Theorem 2.3. Let % n be the solution of the equation (2.4). Then,
- n (% n&%) converges in distribution to a normal random variable with mean
0 and variance [k[$(%)&k$(k%)]]&1.
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We now outline the construction of an efficient semiparametric estimate
of % in the presence of an unknown dependency criterion f . Let L2(R+) be
the class of square-integrable functions on (0, ), and L2(Rk+) be the class
of all square-integrable functions on Rk+=(0, )
k. For any function u
in L2(R+) or L2(Rk+) we will use the notation &u& to denote the usual
L2-norm with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Let h # R, ; # L2(R+) and
consider arbitrary sequences [%n] approaching % from direction h in R and
[ f 12n ] approaching f
12 from direction ; in L2(R+), i.e.,
%n&(%+hn&12)=o(n&12), & f 12n &( f
12+;n&12)&=o(n&12). (2.5)
In the Hellinger geometry, ; is tangent to the unit ball at f 12, so that
 ;f 12=0, which is crucial. Expanding p12( } ; %n , fn) around p12( } ; %, f )
for such sequences [%n] and [ fn], we obtain the following result.
Lemma 2.4. For the sequence %n and fn described in (2.5) we have
n12[ p12( } ; %n , fn)&p12( } ; %, f )]=\%h+A;+Rn ,
where \%( } )=\%( } ; %, f ) # L2(Rk+) is given by
\%(x; %, f )=(k2) {((k%)&(%))+k&1 log t
&| (log w) f *(w) dw= p12(x; %, f ), t=‘ xj ,
and A is a linear operator mapping L2(R+) into L2(Rk+)) defined by
A;(x; %, f )={;(s) f&12(s)&| ;(w) f&12(w) f *(w) dw=
_p12(x; %, f ), s=: xj
and n12 &Rn&  0 as n  .
The efficient score for % in the presence of an unknown f is the projection
\*% of \% in Lemma 2.4 on the orthogonal complement of [A;: ; # L2(R+),
; orthogonal to f 12] which is a subspace since F consists of all densities
on (0, ). Also, the effective information of % is I
*
=4 &\*% &2. The formula
for \*% and the efficient score function are given in the following theorem.
The results given in this theorem clearly show that our ad hoc estimator of
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% is asymptotically efficient and the efficient influence function does not
depend on the unknown dependency criterion f .
Theorem 2.5. (i) The efficient score function and effective information
for % are \*% (x; %, f ) = (12)[log t&E(log T | S = s)] p12(x; %, f ), I* =E[Var(log T | S)]
(ii) The efficient influence function for estimating % is given by
J(x; %, f )=I
*
&1[log t&E(log T | S=s)],
where t=> xj and s= xj .
Remark. These formulas extend to the general case presented in Sec-
tion 3, where I
*
and J may involve f . In the situation discussed in this
section, TSk and S are independent by virtue of Lemma 2.1, and conse-
quently, we have
\*% (x; %, f )=(12)[log(tsk)&E(log(TSk))] p12(x; %, f ),
I
*
=k[$(%)&k$(k%)],
and
J(x; %, f )=I
*
&1[log(tsk)&E(log(TSk))].
Now note that I
*
and J(x; %, f ) in this special case do not involve f .
The following construction of an asymptotically efficient estimate of % is
now immediate (see Bickel et al. [2]). Let % n denote a discretized version
of a - n-consistent estimate of % (such as the ad hoc estimate % n described
earlier) and define
%*n =% n+n&1 :
1in
J(Xi , % n). (2.6)
Then we have
Theorem 2.6. The estimate %n* given by (2.6) is asymptotically efficient,
i.e., - n (%n*&%) converges in distribution to a normal random variable with
mean 0 and variance 1I
*
.
Remarks. 1. From Theorems 2.3 and 2.5(i) we now see that our ad
hoc estimate % n itself is asymptotically efficient. Construction of %n* by the
standard scheme is therefore unnecessary in this situation.
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2. If f is known, then it can be shown that the information for
estimating % is given by
k$(%)&k2$(k%)+k2 _| (log w)2 f *(w; %, f ) dw
&{| (log w) f *(w; %, f ) dw=
2
& .
Clearly, in such a case our ad hoc estimator is not efficient.
3. EFFICIENT ESTIMATION OF SHAPE PARAMETERS IN THE
PRESENCE OF UNKNOWN f IN THE GENERAL
LIOUVILLE MODEL
We will now consider the problem of estimating the shape parameters
%=(%1 , ..., %k) in the general Liouville model given in (1.2) when the
dependency criterion f is unknown. The results of this section are general-
izations of those given in Section 2. We will propose an ad hoc estimate
of % in the same spirit as in the last section and then show that this
estimate is asymptotically efficient. Even though we present the results
for the case when %1 , ..., %k are real valued, these same results hold when
%j’s are allowed to take values in a finite-dimensional Euclidean space. We
will assume that the observations take values in R, a locally compact
Abelian (LCA) group equipped with a Hausdorff topology. As pointed out
by Gupta and Richards [7], in many cases R can also be an open subset
(closed under addition) of a LCA group. Let + be a Haar measure on R.
As in Section 2, let L2(R) and L2(R(k)) be the space of square-integrable
functions on R and R(k) with respect to + and the k-dimensional product
measure +(k), respectively. As before & }& denotes the norms on L2(R) and
L2(R (k)).
Let Xi=(Xi1 , ..., Xik), i=1, ..., n be i.i.d. whose common pdf with respect
to the Haar measure +(k) is given by
p(x; %, f )=c(%, f ) exp {: #(xj , %j)= f \: xj+ , xj # R, j=1, ..., k,
(3.1)
where
c(%, f )=1<_| f (s) exp {# \s, : %j+= d+(s)& ,
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and exp[#(x, %)] satisfies the following properties:
(i)  exp[#(x, %)] d+(x)< for all %,
(ii)  exp[#(x, %1)] exp[#(t&x, %2)] d+(x)=exp[#(t, %1+%2)].
Note that in the general framework, the function exp(#(x, %)), x # R
takes the place of e&xx%&11(%), x>0.
Now if we denote
% }=: %j , Si=:
j
Xij , #1(u, t)=
#(u, t)
t
, #2(u, t)=
2#(u, t)
t2
,
then Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 for the gamma case generalize to Lemmas 3.1 and
3.2 given below.
Lemma 3.1. (i) The random variable Si has the density
f *(s; %, f )= f (s) exp[#(s, % })]<_| f (u) exp[#(u, % })] d+(u)& , s # R,
and
(ii) the conditional joint density of the random variables (Xij , Xil) given
Si=s is
q(xj , xl ; % | s)=exp[#(xj , %j)+#(xl , %l)
+#(s&xj&xl , % }&%j&%l)]exp[#(s, % })]
on the set D=[(xj , xl): xj # R, xl # R, s&xj&xl # R].
Lemma 3.2.
(i)E[#1(Xj , %j) | S=s]=#1(s, % }),
(ii)Cov[#1(Xj , %j ), #1(Xl , %l) | S=s]=#2(s, % })&$jlE[#2(Xj , %j) | S=s],
where $jl is 1 or 0 depending on whether j=l or j{l.
Next, the log-likelihood is given by
log L=n log c(%, f )+ :
1in
:
1 jk
#(Xij , %j)+ :
1in
log f (Si)
= &n log \| f (u) exp[#(u, % })] d+(u)++ :
1in
:
1 jk
#(Xij , %j)
+ :
1in
log f (Si),
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and
 log L
%j
=&n | #1(w, % }) f *(w; %, f ) dw+ :
1in
#1(Xij , %j)
=&nE[#1(Si , % })]+ :
1in
#1(Xij , %j), j=1, ..., k,
by Lemma 3.1(i). As in Section 2, we now approximate nE[#1(Si , % })] by
1in #1(Si , % }), leading to the estimating equations
& :
1in
#1(Si , % })+ :
1in
#1(Xij , %j)=0, j=1, ..., k. (3.2)
The solution % n of (3.2) is our ad hoc estimate of %. Note, however, that
Eq. (3.2) is a little more complicated than the approximate likelihood equa-
tion in (2.4) since the quantity 1in #1(Si , % }), which approximates
n  #1(w, % }) f *(w; %, f ) d+(w), involves the unknown %. The following
result gives the asymptotic distribution of this ad hoc estimate.
Theorem 3.3. Let % n be the solution to the equations in (3.2). Then
- n (% n&%) converges to a k-dimensional multivariate normal random vector
with the mean vector equal to 0 and a variancecovariance matrix 7&1 where
the elements of 7 are
_jl=E[cov(#1(Xj , %j), #1(Xl , %l) | S)].
Now we will obtain the effective information matrix and the efficient
score function (vector-valued) for estimating % in the presence of an
unknown f . To this end consider sequences [%n] and [ f 12n ] converging to
% and f 12 such that
&%n&%&n&12h&=o(n&12) and & f 12n & f
12&n&12;&=o(n&12).
(3.3)
Lemma 3.4. For sequences [%n] and [ fn] as in (3.3), we have
- n [ p12(x; %n , fn)&p12(x; %, f )]=\%(x; %, f ) h+A;+Rn ,
where \% is a k-dimensional vector-valued function whose j th component is
given by
\%, j (x; %, f )=(12)[#1(xj , %j)&E[#1(Xj , %j)]] p
12(x; %, f ),
10 BHATTACHARYA AND BURMAN
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A is a linear operator from L2(R) into L2(R(k)) given by
A;(x; %, f )=[;(s) f &12(s)&E[;(S) f &12(S)]] p12(x; %, f ),
where s=: xj
and
- n &Rn&  0 as n  .
As in the previous section we can calculate the efficient score function
\%* , the effective information matrix, and the efficient influence function
J(x; %, f ), and these are given below in the following theorem. Unlike in
Section 2, the efficient influence function J may now depend on the
unknown dependency criterion f . However, the ad hoc estimate % n again
attains the asymptotic efficiency, so it becomes unnecessary to follow the
standard iterative method of construction of an asymptotically efficient
estimate, as was the case in Section 2.
Theorem 3.5. (i) The j th component of the efficient score function \%*
is given by
\*%, j (x; %, f )=(12)[#1(xj , %j)&#1(s, % })] p
12(x; %, f ), j=1, ..., k,
where s= xj .
Element ( j, l ) of the effective information matrix I
*
is equal to
4E[\*%, j (X; %, f ) \*%, l (X; %, f )]=E[cov(#1(Xj , %j), #1(Xl , %l) | S)]=_jl ,
where _jl are as given in Theorem 3.1.
(ii) The jth component of the efficient influence function J(x; %, f ) is
given by
Jj (x; %, f )=:
l
_ jl[#1(xj , %j)&#1(s, % })], j=1, ..., k,
where _ jl denotes element ( j, l ) of 7&1.
4. THE PROOFS
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Recall that (U1 , ..., Uk) is distributed as
Dirichlet(%, ..., %). To prove this lemma, we first use a result from Section
7.7 in Wilks [11] to note that the distribution of (U1 , U2) is the same as
that of (Z1 (Z1+Z2+Z3), Z2 (Z1+Z2+Z3)) where Z1 , Z2 , and Z3 are
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mutually independent and distributed as Gamma(%, 1), Gamma(%, 1),
Gamma((k&2) %, 1), respectively. Next observe that if W is distributed
as Gamma(a, 1), a>0, then by differentiating the equation 1(a)=
0 w
a&1e&w dw with respect to the parameter a twice, we have
E(log W)=(a) and Var(log W)=$(a).
The lemma now follows from the above facts as shown below.
(i) E[log U1]=E[log Z1]&E[log(Z1+Z2+Z3)]=(%)&(k%).
(ii) Since log(Z1 (Z1+Z2+Z3)) and log(Z1+Z2+Z3) are inde-
pendent, we get
Var(log Z1)=Var(log U1)+Var(log(Z1+Z2+Z3)).
Consequently,
Var(log U1)=Var(log Z1)&Var(log(Z1+Z2+Z3))=$(%)&$(k%).
(iii) Again since log(Z1(Z1+Z2+Z3)) and log(Z2(Z1+Z2+Z3))
are independent of log(Z1+Z2+Z3), we have
0=Cov(log Z1 , log Z2)=Cov(log U1+log(Z1+Z2+Z3), log U2
+log(Z1+Z2+Z3))
=Cov(log U1 , log U2)+Var(log(Z1+Z2+Z3)),
from which the formula for Cov(log U1 , log U2) follows.
Parts (iv) and (v) follow by noting that log(TSk)= log Uj along with
the applications of parts (i), (ii), and (iii) of this lemma. K
Proof of Theorem 2.3. In Eq. (2.4), a one-term Taylor expansion will
yield
[(k%)&(%)]+(% n&%)[k$(k%$n)&$(%$n)]= &(1nk) : log(TiSki ),
where %$n lies between % and % n . Hence,
- n (% n&%)
=_n&12 : [log(TiSki )&k((%)&(k%)]&<[k[$(%$n)&k$(k%$n)]]
=AnBn .
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A standard technique (see [8], Thm. 2.2, p. 413) will show that % n=
%+oP(1), so the denominator
Bn=k[$(%)&k$(k%)]+oP(1).
To complete the proof, we now apply the Central Limit Theorem on the
numerator An , observing that k[(%)&(k%)] and k[$(%)&k$(k%)] are
respectively the mean and variance of log(Ti Ski ) by Lemma 2.2. K
Proof of Lemma 2.4. We rewrite the joint density of X given by (2.1)
as
p(x)=p(x; %, f )=a(%) b(%, f )&1 t%&1 f (s), x=(x1 , ..., xk) # Rk+,
where
a(%)=1(k%)1 k(%), b(%, f )=| f (w) wk%&1 dw, s=: xj , t=‘ xj .
Now let
%n=%+n&12(h+cn), f 12n = f
12+n&12(;+=n),
where cn and &=n& are o(1) and write
pn(x)=p(x; %n , fn)=a(%n) b(%n , fn)&1 t%n&1 fn(s).
In order to find the limit of n12[ p12n (x)&p
12(x)] in L2(Rk+), we calculate
one-term Taylor expansions of the components of p12n (x) first. In carrying
out these expansions, we use the symbol r when neglecting a remainder
term which is o(n&12) for a real sequence, or o(n&12) in norm for a
sequence in L2(R+) or L2(Rk+).
Using 1 $(t)=1(t) (t), we have
1 12(k%+n&12k(h+cn))r1 12(k%)[1+n&12(kh2) (k%)],
1&k2(%+n&12(h+cn))r1&k2(%)[1+n&12(kh2) (%)]&1,
so that
a12(%n)ra12(%)[1+n&12(kh2)[(k%)&(%)]]. (4.1)
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We now expand
b(%n , fn)=| [ f 12(w)+n&12[;(w)+=n(w)]]2 wk%&1+k(h+cn)- n dw
r| [ f (w)+2n&12 f 12(w) ;(w)] wk%&1[1+n&12(kh) log w] dw
r| f (w) wk%&1 dw+2n&12 | [ f &12(w) ;(w)
+(kh2) log w] f (w) wk%&1 dw
=| f (w) wk%&1 dw _1+2n&12 | [ f &12(w) ;(w)
+(kh2) log w] f *(w; %, f ) dw& ,
where f *(w; %, f ) is as in (2.3). Hence
b(%n , fn)&12rb(%, f )&12 _1&n&12 | [ f&12(w) ;(w)
+(kh2) log w] f *(w; %, f ) dw& . (4.2)
Similarly,
t(%n&1)2 f 12n =t
(%&1)2+(h+cn)(2 - n)[ f 12(s)+n&12[;(s)+=n(s)]]
rt(%&1)2f 12(s)[1+n&12(h2) log t][1+n&12f &12(s) ;(s)]
rt(%&1)2f 12(s)[1+n&12[(h2) log t+ f &12(s) ;(s)]]. (4.3)
Combining (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3), we now have
p12n (x)rp12(x; %, f ) _1+n&12 {(kh2)((k%)&(%))&| ( f &12(w) ;(w)
+(kh2) log w) f *(w; %, f ) dw+(h2) log t+ f &12(s) ;(s)=& .
Thus
n12[ p12n (x)&p
12(x)]r\%(x; %, f ) h+A;(x; %, f ),
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where \%(x; %, f ) and A;(x; %, f ) are as in the statement of the lemma.
Clearly, \%( } ; %, f ) is in L2(Rk+) and A is a linear operator from L2(R+)
into L2(Rk+). K
Proof of Theorem 2.5. The efficient score function \%* , the effective
information I
*
and the efficient influence function J are given by
\%*=\%&A;*, I*=4 &\%*&
2, J=I
*
&12p&12\%*, (4.4)
where ;* is the minimizer of &\%&A;& subject to the constraint that ; is
orthogonal to f 12.
By Lemma 2.1, f * is the pdf of S and
E(log T )=k[E(log U1)+E(log S)]
=k {((%)&(k%))+| (log s) f *(s) ds= .
Hence \% and A; obtained in Lemma 2.4 can be rewritten as
\%(x; %, f )=.(t) p12(x; %, f ), A;(x; %, f )=D;(s) p12(x; %, f ),
where s= xj , t=> xj , and
.(t)=(12)[log t&E(log T )],
D;(s)=;(s) f &12(s)&E[;(S) f &12(S)].
Thus \%*(x; %, f )=[.(t)&D;*(s)] p12(x; %, f ), and the main task is to
find D;*(s) which minimizes
&\%&A;&2=E[.(T)&D;(S)]2 (4.5)
subject to the constraint that ; is orthogonal to f 12. The unconstrained
minimization of the right-hand side of (4.5) with respect to D;(S) is a
regression problem, so D;0(S)=E[.(T) | S] is the unconstrained mini-
mizer. Moreover, since Df 12=0, D;0 remains unchanged if we replace ;0
by its projection ;* on the orthogonal complement of f 12. Thus
D;*(s)=D;0(s)=E[.(T ) | S=s]
=(12)[E(log T | S=s)&E(log T )], and
\%*(x; %, f )=[.(t)&D;*(s)] p12(x; %, f )
=(12)[log(t)&E(log T | S=s)] p12(x; %, f ).
By (4.4), the formula for I
*
and J(x; %, f ) now follow immediately. K
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Outline of proofs of results in Section 3. Lemma 3.1 follows imme-
diately from Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 3.2 in [7].
To prove Lemma 3.2, let us first denote
q* j=
q
%j
, q jj=
2q
%2j
, and q jl=
2q
%j %l
.
Since
|| q(xj , xl ; % | s) d+(xj) d+(xl)=1 for all %,
by differentiating under the integral, we have
0=|| q* j d+(2)=E[#1(Xj , %j) | S=s]&#1(s, % })
0=|| q jj d+ (2)=E[#2(Xj , %j) | S=s]
&#2(s, % })+Var[#1(Xj , %j) | S=s],
and for j{l,
0=|| q jl d+(2)=&#2(s, % })+Cov[#1(Xj , %j), #1(Xl , %l) | S=s].
For the asymptotic distribution of % n in Theorem 3.3, we take a one-term
Taylor expansion in the estimating equation (3.2) and express it in the
vector-matrix notation as
:
1in
[&diag[#2(Xi , %n+)]+#2(Si , %n+)) 11$](% n&%)
= :
1in
[#1(Xi , %)&#1(Si , % }) 1],
where %n
+ lies between % and % n , #1(Xi , %) and 1 are k-dimensional vectors
with jth coordinates #1(Xij , %j) and 1, respectively, and diag[#2(Xi , %n+)]
is a k_k diagonal matrix with #2(Xij , %n+) as its j th diagonal element.
Theorem 3.3 now follows by standard argument using Lemma 3.2.
To prove Lemma 3.4, note that for [%n] and [ fn] as in (3.3), the
following approximations are obtained by neglecting the o(n&12) terms in
one-term Taylor expansion as in the proof of Lemma 2.4:
c12(%n , fn)&c12(%, f )rn&12An1c12(%, f )
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and
exp _(12) : #(xj , %nj)&&exp _(12) : #(xj , %j)&
rn&12An2 exp _(12) : #(xj , %j)&;
here
An1=&(12) \: hj+ h }E[#1(S, % })]+E[;(S) f &12(S)]
and
An2=(12) : hj#1(xj , %j).
If we also write
f 12n (s)& f
12(s)rn&12;(s)=n&12An3 f 12(s)
with An3=;(s) f &12(s), then
p12n (x; %, f )r(1+n&12An1)(1+n&12An2)(1+n&12An3) p12(x; %, f )
r[1+n&12(An1+An2+An3)] p12(x; %, f ),
and the lemma follows.
Finally, in the proof of Theorem 3.5, the main thing is to find the mini-
mizer ;* of & \%, j hj&A;& for arbitrary h # Rk. The rest is analogous to
the proof of Theorem 2.5. To this end, we write
": \%, jhj&A;"
2
=E[[.(X)&D;(S)]2],
where
.(x)=(12) : [#1(xj , %j)&E[#1(Xj , %j)]] hj ,
D;(s)=;(s) f &12(s)&E[;(S) f &12(S)].
Again, the minimization of & \%, jhj&A;&2 is a regression problem, so
D;*(s)=E[.(X) | S=s]
=(12) : [E[#1(Xj , %j) | S=s]&E[#1(Xj , %j)]] hj .
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Consequently,
: \*%, j (x; %, f ) hj
=: \%, j (x; %, f ) hj&A;*(x; %, f )
=[.(x)&D;*(s)] p12(x; %, f )
=: (12)[#1(xj , %j)&E[#1(Xj , %j) | S=s]] p12(x; %, f ) hj .
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